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In other words, if I say, the Age in the time of John Kennedy was
different when it comes to the Age of George Bush because the Age
of John Kennedy wasn’t the Information Age. There wasn’t the
internet yet, didn’t have the Information Super-Highway yet, didn’t
have Star Wars and these things yet, didn’t have the Gulf War yet,
the Cold War wasn’t finished yet, the Berlin Wall wasn’t torn down
yet. Do you understand what I’m saying?
But now in this Age, when all these things take place, it brings
the world into a new stage of the world. Do you get what I’m saying?
You say, “Why do you keep speaking these things?” Because this is
the Bible; this is the Seven Seals which I want to show you. That
White Horse rider is still riding. Where is it today? That was ‘the
mystery of iniquity that doth already work.’ Where is it today? It is
that same mystery of iniquity that became the Roman Catholic
system, became her daughters; is that same mystery of iniquity, the
World Council of Churches, the beast and the image today? Is that
the same religious power? It is! It is!
Was that the same Red Horse that went out there? Was it where
church and state was in a union and the church could have
achieved her political ambitions by the military campaigns of the
armies of the state? Was that so in the Bible? Well, that’s the Seals!
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FOREWORD
This is a sermon preached by Pastor Vin A. Dayal and is
published through the freewill offerings of the members of
the Third Exodus Assembly.
It is intended to edify the reader and make clear the BridePromises of God, which were revealed through the ministry
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God’s

Prophet-Messenger,

Bro

William

Marrion

Branham, for the Elect in this Day. It is not meant to
promote any special doctrine or person, save, the Lord
Jesus Christ and His Divine Word.
The original video and audio recording can be accessed
through our website www.thirdexodus.org
We pray the blessing of God upon each reader and may
illumination by the Spirit of God be each one’s special
portion.
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…. to God’s provided place;
Oh! Do you believe it?
King Theophany Jesus, is here amongst us now.
Hallelujah.
To show His Bride how Rapturing Grace will be.
Oh and everyone singing.
Then He says, “Peace…”
May the God of all peace give us that peace that
passeth all understanding today.
...lovely Bride,
Shalom, Shalom!
For a new day has been broken;
Oh, from this sick and dying world...
To God’s life and immortality,
All we can hear from His Throne
Is “Good Morning!, Good Morning! To My Bride.”
Oh, let us pray. Every heart bowed… If you desire
today He would speak to you, that He would make real
to you the hour you are living in, His great purpose for
calling you, open up the Word and give you a place to
anchor your faith that you might see and know that you
are included in His great plan for this Age, called among
the Bride to receive a promise in this hour when there is
such a great shaking and this world is again falling
apart.
Yet in the midst of it all He knows you, He sees you,
He has come down to be identified with you that you
might live under His Headship, under His divine
leadership, the very influence may in your life be
reflected through you. Just ask Him today. That is more
than all the money in the world; that is more than any
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material blessing you can think that you have need of.
That Word quickened and made alive in you will produce
all that you have need of. That can only come through
the Holy Spirit and how God desires to give that to you
today.
We bow our hearts in Your great mighty Presence,
Father. We thank You Lord to be alive and to have health
and strength and to be able to be in Your House today
and to be involved in Your service; it’s such a blessing
dear God. We so appreciate, Lord what You have done
for us. We pray dear God that You will lead and direct us
in all that we undertake to say and do, that Your grace
dear God will meet every need in our lives in our midst,
individually and collectively as a people Lord, the local
Assembly that You have raised up.
Dear God as we see the perilous times that we are
living in, seeing the world being shook up Lord, how we
pray that Your Holy Spirit will give stability Lord to every
believer here today, that Your Word will be an anchor to
our souls. It would set us upon a Rock that we shall not
be moved.
Lord, may Your Holy Spirit be poured out today and
give such strength in the inner man. May the nearness
of Your Presence give confidence to Your children that
they might know that You who said, “I will never leave
you nor forsake you. Lo I’ll be with you, and in you, even
to the end of the Age,” is the God of the unfailing
promise, is the God who is here to keep that promise
Lord, and make it reality that you might give Your
children peace. Bless all that is in Your House today.
May dear God everyone, no matter what their need might
be, be ministered to, be lifted up into such a place where
no matter what they have need of Father, the Holy Spirit
can pour out that blessing upon them. Grant it Lord we
pray…
Remember those across the lands, across the seas.
Lord, God, they’re gathered together like us, with the
same motive, with the same objective, with the same
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needs dear God. May as we pray even for our own need,
Lord may they be included and may as Your Spirit would
minister unto us, minister unto them likewise. Grant it
Father, in the Name of Jesus Christ, we give You praise
and thanks for all things, amen. Amen.
God richly bless you today and trust that you are fine
and God is blessing you and you’re being lit up with His
great Light. And as we see the Word of God coming to
pass and the Holy Spirit shining Light and helping us, it
could be something truly that would bring great faith to
our hearts to live in this hour.
I would like to invite your attention this morning to
the Book of Revelation, chapter 6...great prophetic Book.
Way back in the first Age, John was told that it’s a
revelation of things which shall shortly come to pass, the
very first chapter at the end of the Book. It is said, “Seal
not up these things because the time is at hand.”
We have a couple saints from Guyana here, Brother
Bruce Glen and his sister-in-law, Sister Hazel Glen from
Guyana, from the church there in Stewartville, Brother
Aubrey. God bless you and we want to make them feel
welcome. Where are they at? Amen. God bless you my
precious brother (Amen) [Congregation claps - Ed.] and
sister. God bless you. Amen, that you can be here with
us. God richly bless you, amen. He’s not a stranger, he’s
been here before, maybe just haven’t seen him for a long
time. We’re glad he can be in the House of God today,
amen. Revelation chapter 6. I would like to read from
verse 1.
And I saw when the Lamb opened one of
the seals, and I heard, as it were the noise of
thunder, one of the four beasts saying, Come
and see.
And I saw, and behold a white horse: and
he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown
was given unto him: and he went forth
conquering, and to conquer.
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These are great things and these are things that could
not be made known until this hour. If you remember in
chapter 5, the Book was sealed and no man was even
worthy to look upon it, much more to touch it. And so
here when the Lamb stepped forward and He took the
Book and began to break the Seals, not only that but
Cherubim began to speak in…one of the four living
creatures spoke to John and said, “Come and see.”
Because now, something in the Book that was hidden all
the time and could not be revealed was about to be made
known. And when John came he said,
…I saw, and behold a white horse: and
he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown
was given unto him: and he went forth
conquering, and to conquer.
And when he had opened the second
seal, I heard the second beast say, Come and
see.
And there went out another horse that
was red: and power was given unto him that
sat thereon to take peace from the earth, and
that they should kill one another: and there
was given unto him a great sword.
And when he had opened the third seal, I
heard the third beast say, Come and see.
And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he
that sat on him had a pair of balances in his
hand.
And I heard a voice in the midst of the four
beasts say, A measure of wheat for a penny,
and three measures of barley for a penny;
and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine.
And when he had opened the fourth seal,
I heard the voice of the fourth beast say,
Come and see.
And I looked, and behold a pale horse:
and his name that sat on him was Death,
and Hell followed him. And power was given
4
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unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to
kill with sword, and with hunger, and with
death, and with the beasts of the earth.
May the Lord bless the reading of His Word; you may
have your seat. I want to go on to my next Scripture
before I start to comment on what I just read. I’d like to
go over to the Book of Amos, chapter 1. I trust that you
have been taking a little time after the services at home
in your own private time to read over the scriptures and
review them and study them. And if you take notes in
the service, you keep your mind refreshed. And if you’re
listening back the tapes, that you have your heart
opened before the Lord and praying over the Word that
you would understand what the Spirit is saying to the
church and you would grasp the things that God is
communicating to us because we realize that sometimes
so much is said in a service or things that we... the Holy
Spirit is emphasizing to us.
As we have been going through the messages on the
Wednesdays, you realize that sometimes so many things
in one season can be said and then how much do you
really get in a service. Sometimes you just get five
percent...ten percent. When you listen back in another
season, you realize there were so many things that went
over you; you didn’t get it. You are getting it with
revelation now; it began to fill the blank spaces and you
began to get a better grasp of what the Holy Spirit was
bringing.
And we’re covering quite a lot of Scriptures and
bringing things that sometimes you are not too well
established in because it’s areas in the Word that
sometimes you don’t give great time of…a great length of
time to study and get acquainted with. Sometimes it is
Scripture you’re unfamiliar with, especially when you go
in the Old Testament.
And so realizing that these things are not just
something that we are studying or just speaking on but
5
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it’s things that we believe that are helping us understand
what is happening. It’s opening up to us the hour that
we are living in, even as I’m going to the Book of Amos
here to tie together with [the Book of - Ed.] Revelation,
that we can catch what these things are. And I have to
keep repeating some of these things over and over
because when we think of the Seven Seals, I have a
concept that when the Seven Seals were opened that
everything in the Bible was revealed.
And that’s why when I’m preaching, that’s the concept
I’m preaching with. I’m preaching... not that I’m
thinking, “This is not opened; you can’t know these
things.” I’m not preaching from there. I’m preaching
where these things are plain in the Book. I’m preaching
that there is nothing new under the Sun; everything is
revealed; everything is made plain. There is not another
generation, there is not an hour to understand... another
hour that we will understand these things; we are
understanding all these things now. The Book is not
written for the millennium and the Book is not written
for us to read in the tribulation period, and the Book is
not written for the New Heaven and the New Earth. The
Book is written for now; the Seven Seals are open now;
Seven Thunders utter their voices now.
That’s why a Prophet came to finish up these things,
that the Bride in this hour would be able to look back
and see how these things started in Genesis and where
we are in Revelation, everything comes to its maturity
because it is harvest time. And in harvest time
everything is identified; it’s in its fullness. Harvest time
means it’s mature; it’s in its fullness. At harvest time you
know every tree and every fruit on the tree. Is that right?
At harvest time you know who the Bride is, you know
who the foolish virgin is, you know who the whore is, you
know who the harlots are, you know who the king of the
North is, you know who Israel is. Is that right? You know
who the United States of America is in prophecy; at
harvest time it’s revealed. That’s the Message!
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That’s why a messenger came. So when you read
things in the Old Testament, it’s not Jewish history;
these things were prophecies. Amos 1. I’m just picking a
couple places here because we don’t want to confuse you
by throwing out too much and giving you too many
Scriptures, but just enough to help establish some of the
thoughts that we would like to crystallize to you today.
Amos 1, verse 1:
The words of Amos…
And what a powerful way to introduce...he didn’t say
the Word of God, he said “The words of Amos….” But the
words of Amos became the Word of God. Paul said, “Not
the Lord say but I say,” and that became the Bible. I
wonder when she becomes the final Voice to the final
Age. I wonder when the Voice of many waters is the Voice
of the ministers in the day when He’s revealed as the
Supreme Judge. I wonder when the Bride under Her
messenger is that final Voice, saying back what has
already been revealed as “Thus saith the Lord…” and
proclaimed by a Prophet. Amen.
The words of Amos, who was among the
herdsmen of Tekoa…
And Tekoa was a little vicinity about six miles outside
of Bethlehem. It was a shepherd country. And he was a
shepherd; he was a herdsman.
...which he saw concerning Israel in the
days of Uzziah king of Judah, and the days
of Jeroboam the son of Joash king of Israel,
…
And I’ve been throwing out things like that for you in
the last two services because Israel and Judah were the
divided kingdoms of the nation that was once a united
nation. But now they were divided and they were two
separate kingdoms and these two kings mark the time of
the nation. And once the kings mark the time of the
nation, it means the political situation, the political
climate, the religious condition, the Age, the technology
7
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and the science is marked, because that’s the kingdom
at a certain stage.
In other words, if I say, the Age in the time of John
Kennedy was different when it comes to the Age of
George Bush because the Age of John Kennedy wasn’t
the Information Age. There wasn’t the internet yet, didn’t
have the Information Super-Highway yet, didn’t have
Star Wars and these things yet, didn’t have the Gulf War
yet, the Cold War wasn’t finished yet, the Berlin Wall
wasn’t torn down yet. Do you understand what I’m
saying?
But now in this Age, when all these things take place,
it brings the world into a new stage of the world. Do you
get what I’m saying? You say, “Why do you keep
speaking these things?” Because this is the Bible; this is
the Seven Seals which I want to show you. That White
Horse rider is still riding. Where is it today? That was
‘the mystery of iniquity that doth already work.’ Where
is it today? It is that same mystery of iniquity that
became the Roman Catholic system, became her
daughters; is that same mystery of iniquity, the World
Council of Churches, the beast and the image today? Is
that the same religious power? It is! It is!
Was that the same Red Horse that went out there?
Was it where church and state was in a union and the
church could have achieved her political ambitions by
the military campaigns of the armies of the state? Was
that so in the Bible? Well, that’s the Seals!
You say, “Well, I believe the Seals. I believe the
Thunders.” That’s the Thunders; these are the
revelations contained in the Seals. It was revealed in
symbol form but in the last days when that Angel is on
the earth, that mighty Angel comes down at that time
when the Seventh Angel messenger was on the earth and
He revealed those mysteries to the Prophet. Is that right?
And that Prophet could tell us that White Horse is that
religious spirit moving on the earth. In other words, they
are opened to you, the mysteries contained in the
8
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religious realm from the beginning of this age until the
end of the Age. It’s the same thing. Do you get that?
I’ll show you it in infancy when it starts. I’ll show you
it grew all the way until it could kill again, for those who
don’t believe her. That’s the First Seal and the Second
Seal, taking peace from the earth. That’s what happened!
Any part of the earth they want to take peace from, they
could bomb. Do you get what I’m saying? He [George
Bush - Ed.] said, “We reserve the right to bomb any
nation we want to bomb. Where we feel terrorism is being
harboured, where we feel terrorism is being perpetrated,
where we feel it is a base of operation for terrorism.” They
could take peace from anywhere, taking peace… What
are they taking peace with?...a sword! What’s a
sword?...a military symbol! That’s the Seal. So you see
what we are we saying.
So in the days of Uzziah, king of Judah, and in the
days of Jeroboam, son of [Joash], king of Israel... it is
like saying, “In the days of George Bush and Tony Blair.”
Well, they are two heads of two kingdoms and they are
there as the heads of the nations, and in that time, there
are shepherds with a prophetic Message, just before the
earthquake in a time of great famine. That’s the Bible Why It Had To Be Shepherds. Who had the greatest
Message of the Hour? Theologians? Denominations?
Shepherds! Are they recognized? Are they great
speakers? Nobodies, unqualified speakers, but do they
have the greatest Message of the greatest event ever?
You say, “How can that be?” How was it in the first
coming, when the Messiah was born? They were looking
for four thousand years, when God in the garden told
Adam and Eve that the woman shall have a seed. And
then for four thousand years they were looking for that
Messiah to come. When the message came, did it come
to Pilate? Did it come to Caiphas? Did it come to
Zaccheus? It didn’t come to the business community, it
didn’t come to the church, it didn’t come to the
politicians. Where did God bring the message?
9
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Shepherds! Is that right? Then because of what kind of
book the Bible is, we could look back there in the first
coming and see exactly a pattern for how it’s going to
happen.
When the revealing Prophet came at the end of the
Bible to open the mystery, where did he go to show how
it’s going to happen?...back in the first coming! Was the
mystery lying there? Did he open it? And do shepherds
really have that Message today? God is still the same.
What does that do?...make Him Hebrews 13:8: “...the
same yesterday and today and forever.” Oh my! That’s
powerful, isn’t it? Oh my, it staggers the mind to think
thoughts like that; brother, it shakes you up. I tell you!
You say, “Oh God, we can know Your plan; we can know
our place in the Bible.” Look in the mirror again and
scratch your head, Johnny; see if your reflection doesn’t
scratch its head. You aren’t convinced? Roll up your
sleeve, Johnny. Don’t sit down and walk like Alice in
Wonderland. Just keep waving in the mirror and see
your reflection.
After a few times, do you know what that is going to
do to you? It will make you say, “Mama, that is me!”. It
makes you say, “that’s me!” Amen! Yes sir! And when you
don’t come to that revelation that ‘that’s me’ yet, you
haven’t started to see the mirror yet. You haven’t begun
to see your reflection yet; you don’t even understand
what these things mean yet. But when you begin to see
it, then you shall know as you were known. Is the Bride
promised that she would know as she is known when
that which is perfect is come? Is that what the end-time
messenger said that this Message is the perfect
interpretation of the Word? Is that what takes away your
spiritual amnesia? Oh my!
How many can go in the Bible and know where the
great harlot is, the Roman Catholic Church? How many
can go in the Bible and know where Israel is? How many
can go in the Bible and find the United States of
America? How many can go in the Bible and find the
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Prophet? How many can go in the Bible and find
themselves? Amen! Yes sir! Oh my! That’s what we are
talking about. Does this Book have names in it? Is the
Bride’s name inside of here? Is that a mystery? Glory. Do
you see what I’m talking about now? That’s the Book to
me. I think that...in other words, I don’t know if I get you
right, but that’s what it is to me. And if this is not that,
leave me with this until that comes. Because this make
me feel (Amen) like everything is under my feet. And that
isn’t too far from the Bible.
If you think that I am crazy, he said, “I feel better this
way than I used to feel before.” Yes sir! Because I know
that this is right. So he’s dazed. Watch. You see the thing
is, we quote things in the Bible many times, we quote
Scriptures, we learn them, but we don’t really get them
revealed to us. And that’s the thing right there. Because
this isn’t just written just like that. Look at how many
things are written in this one verse.
The words of Amos, who was among the
herdsmen of Tekoa,…
He wasn’t the only herdsman; he was among the
herdsmen of Tekoa.
...when [when] he saw Israel in the days
of Uzziah king of Judah, and in the days of
Jeroboam the son of Joash…
From the time you read history, Jeroboam the son of
Joash, that’s the last son of Jehu when that dynasty was
coming to its end and God was going to judge them for
the blood of Jezreel. And the nation was going into
captivity. In other words, in the days of George
Washington, the American nation was not going into
captivity. Do you know when they began to go into
captivity? Eisenhower...when Eisenhower lost to
Kennedy. When he lost the election to John Kennedy,
then that Jezebel system took a hold of the nation. That
was a vision; they elected a playboy President. A
beautiful, wicked, cruel woman will rise in that nation
that will guide that nation to its destruction, until the
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atomic bomb explodes her. Is that “Thus saith the Lord”
by the Prophet? That’s “Thus saith the Lord” by the
Prophet. That’s right. That’s right, friends. My!
Then all these years, look how it has sunk, and sunk,
and sunk. That’s why these kinds of messages drive you
back to the Message again. You see what happens to a
lot of people, they get away from the Message; they get
away from the influence of the Message. They have the
Message books, they have the Message tapes, but they
get away from the Message, and they talk their own halfbaked ideas, and they’ll be going along with their own
little religious feelings, and they have their own little
slang and their own little interpretation.
But you’ll walk in there all the time, not knowing what
is happening around you. You’re walking in your own
world; you’re bringing the Message to your little own
world. But Elijah was the Prophet to what?...all nations!
Is that right? “I’ll send Elijah before I burn the earth with
fire.” This gospel shall go into all the world and then shall
the end come. Is that right? This gospel will bring a Bride
from all nations. Abraham’s royal seed and all the
families of the earth would be blessed. Not Luther’s
message, not Wesley’s, hadn’t gone into all the earth;
that couldn’t bring a revival in all the earth; not
Pentecostal, no sir! This gospel, the original gospel
coming back in the last days. And He showed him in the
vision a Bride coming, marching from all nations. So
that’s something. As you see I’m trying to show you here
how that is happening.
And Amos put something else in here besides the days
of the two kings, besides the herdsmen, besides the
words of Amos, two years before the earthquake...two
years before the earthquake. And you, a Bible reader,
you know that this earthquake that Amos mentions in
the time of king Uzziah, and Zechariah referring back to
the same earthquake also, speaking about the cleaving
of the Mount of Olives to come in the last days, and then
the Prophet of God in this day taking that earthquake in
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the Mount of Olives, taking that earthquake in
California, and taking this earthquake mentioned here,
and showing you how it’s typed down through the Bible,
what is going to come.
Why is it important for Amos? Do you know why?
Amos is the one who says, “Surely the Lord God will do
nothing except he reveals His secrets to the prophets.”
Amos is the one who said, “The Lion hath roared…,” but
that doesn’t happen until Revelation 10. Do you get that?
That’s when the King speaks; that’s the Voice of God in
the last days. That’s when there is a Prophet like Amos
again. And that’s why it took The Way Of A True Prophet
to show these things. Now, two years before the
earthquake... So in one verse we see a prophet, a
shepherd, two years before the earthquake when the
church was full with idolatry and about to go into
captivity.
And how many know the Hebrew word for earthquake
is “rash,” and that’s where we get our English word
“crash” from? How many know there is going to be a
great crash of the financial system of the world? How
many know there is a new financial system coming? How
many know it’s in the making all now? How many know
all this global recession they’re talking about, brother is
the warning of what is coming? Now look! That
earthquake, this great earthquake… How many know
that the Son of Man ministry always ends with an
earthquake and a resurrection?
How many know we are not at the beginning of the
Son of Man ministry, we’re at the end? We’re not in the
healing revival part, we’re not in the discernment part,
we’re not in the opening of the Word part; we’ve come
down to the preaching to the lost part – the end, last part
of every ministry. Is that right? When did He [Jesus] go
and preach to the lost?...after the earthquake! Sure!
When He was smitten, that great earthquake, He went
down and preached to the lost. Now watch!
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And he said, The LORD will roar from
Zion, and utter his voice from Jerusalem;…
How many know that the last, the final Voice, is the
Lord roaring from Zion? How many Bible believers know
that? Is the Bride Mount Zion, Heavenly Jerusalem, City
of the living God, the Lamb’s Wife? Is She the final Voice
to the final Age? Is that roar those Seven Thunders?
“Wait until those Seven Thunders utter its voices to that
group.” Is that prophecy in the Bible for the last days?
Are those Thunders in the church here? Is there a Word
opened in this church beyond what people call ‘opened’?
Now, come on now, you don’t have to be ashamed of
that. Anybody who gets the Seven Church Ages by
revelation, out of the Ages would come the Seals, out of
the Seals comes the Trumpets, out of the Trumpets come
the Vials, until the whole Book is opened wide before
your wondering eyes and you get edified and purified by
the Spirit and made ready. When? For the Millennium?
For the New Jerusalem? For the coming of the Lord!
Then where are we stuck? Still trying to see the Church
Ages? Still trying to see what is in the Seals? Or is the
whole Book opened? Do you get what I’m saying!
Sometimes your faith can’t get you there because these
things are too powerful for Trinidadians. There isn’t a
Trinidadian preacher here this morning; I am a
Christian! That flesh can’t bring that Word friend. Now
watch.
…and the habitations of the shepherds
shall mourn, and the top of Carmel shall
wither.
I want to drop down to verse 13; it’s where I want to
get my subject from. Because he goes from chapter 4 all
the way over into Amos chapter 2. He goes right on, but
to every nation he brings up, he shows God dealing with
them in judgment. What was my message last week?
God weighing the nations; God weighing individuals in
the same hour. And we took the scales as justice - God
weighing men in the balances of the Word. And we
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proved in the Bible that it happens in this hour. And we
proved that it is happening now at the same time. And
we proved that it could not happen until the original
gospel of Paul comes back. Is that right? We proved that
last week, because God will judge the world by Paul’s
gospel, not Luther and Wesley and Pentecost. Judgment
couldn’t be pronounced on this generation until the
fullness of light had come and was rejected. Verse 13:
Thus saith the LORD;...
I’m picking up just the last part to save a little time
because I’ve gone through some of these things already
in the church, on The Roaring Lion Before The
Earthquake and those things.
...For three transgressions of the children
of Ammon, and for four, I will not turn away
the punishment thereof; because they have
ripped up the women with child of Gilead,
that they might enlarge their border:
But I will kindle a fire in the wall of
Rabbah, and it shall devour the palaces
thereof, with shouting in the day of battle,
with a tempest in the day of the whirlwind:
And their king shall go into captivity, he
and his princes together, saith the LORD.
Look back at verse 13; this is God weighing them. They
have been weighed there. And as God, in His
determination as He weighs them, as He weighs the
children of Ammon in the balances, He finds them
wanting. And He emphasizes their foreign policy. You
say, “How did you get that there?” “They might
enlarge...that they might enlarge their borders.” In other
words, have influence beyond their homeland, go into
other territories and spread their influence, go into
conquest. It’s a policy of an expansionist. You have a
local Company, it becomes an international Company; it
becomes a global Company. Its influence is no longer
local; it has expanded its borders. See?
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And God is saying, “for three transgressions and for
four.” He’s speaking here like in a parable, because three
and four is seven. And He’s speaking about the
transgressions. Their transgressions have come to a
place where the cup of iniquity is full and now
punishment is due. God must bring judgment; there is
no other alternative. And then God, the righteous Judge
who weighs them, specifies some of the crimes that is
bringing down this judgment upon the children of
Ammon.
Now how many know who the children of Ammon
were?... Lot’s children! How many know how Lot got
children?...incest! His seed went in the wrong channel
and the Ammonites always fought the children of Israel.
Their birth was perverted, their origin was perverted, but
they were family because Lot and Abraham had the same
blood. Lot was Abraham’s nephew. Lot’s father and
Abraham were brothers.
And God in Amos, before the earthquake, before the
punishment, the judgment… In the book of Amos, the
judgment, when God talked about the punishment and
the judgment, He was talking about the earthquake. The
earthquake was the judgment that was going to shake
that land in such a place, just like in the last days, like
in the days of Noah, the earthquake shook up the place.
In these last days, the earthquake again is going to do
what?... bring on the Sixth Seal. How many know that
the Sixth Seal opened with a great earthquake? How
many know that is not any ordinary earthquake the
Bible is talking about? That’s an earthquake that would
bring a dispensational change because now He’s going
back to the Jews; now He’s going from Gentiles to Jews.
Now He’s talking about a day of judgment for the
Gentiles and grace for the Jews, just like He did on
Calvary.
On Calvary, an earthquake brought on a disturbance
of nature. The Sun went down in the daytime. The
mountain shook, the whole planet shook; nature went
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into convulsion and it came from law to grace when the
real Mercy Seat on the cross was opened up. Is that
right? Moses said at Mount Sinai, “I exceedingly feared
and quake when God shook that place.” From the
Abrahamic covenant, you’re coming from grace to law; it
took an earthquake that shook the thing when the
prophet was catching the Word from God. He was a
dispensational prophet!
I hope I’m not getting too deep for some of you. But
the thing I’m trying to show you is, it wasn’t some
preacher preaching some sermons, friend. The very
coming of the man was a sign of judgment to the world.
That’s why we have Angels...did you ever hear a preacher
having Angels? Which preacher you know had seven
Angels? Which preacher you know, night after night
standing in the platform say, “He’s right here. He came
to me today. He was with me when I was driving my car,
He came to me and He told me so and so. He told me
where I was going to be seated here this morning; He told
me so and so. I was there when He put the Sword in my
hand. He came down there and told me to throw the rock
up and the mountain began to rip and fall down and I
stood there, and they were flying around and could not
touch me.”
Did you ever hear a preacher talk those things? No;
not for two thousand years, not for six thousand years.
Then why are these things? Because we are at the last
days; we’re at the end time. And these things were
promised because this was the fullness of the Word
coming, because this is the end of man’s history. This is
the end of a science civilization coming to its climax. God
will...this world will pass away like the world in the days
of Noah passed away. And God turned the world back to
its pre-industrial state, and then those who went in with
the prophet walked back into the new world and
repopulated the new earth. That’s this Message! That’s
this Message, friends!
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So God is identifying their judgment because they
have ripped up the women with child at Gilead that they
might enlarge their borders. Oh my! That’s why we need
revelation. What’s that?...a military campaign! They
went forth in their military expedition but women with
children were civilian targets. When an army is invading
and going to war and a military strike on another nation,
you don’t target civilians. I’m trying to show you, God is
the same yesterday, and today and forever. I’m trying to
show you in the Bible - God, when He was weighing a
nation for national sins that was committed by the
military.
He said, “You went to enlarge your border. You went
into military conquest; you went to take over someone
else’s territory. You went to extend your influence.
Because of your foreign policy you went out there.” He
said, “But it is the way you carried out your campaign;
it is the manner in which you brought the destruction.”
You are hearing on one hand people boasting about
laser-guided bombs that could go through a window with
pinpoint accuracy, and then they say one went off and
missed the target and ended up in a neighborhood.
Alright, catch this now!
And a man took flying lessons for six months, hijacked
a plane and guided it to his target. And you have things
guided by satellite, laser with pinpoint accuracy. We
either be gullible and believe everything we hear or we
kind of put things together and find out what makes
sense, and realize that part of war is propaganda misinformation. And why is that important? So you can
carry out your activity without alarming people and
achieve your objective. We’re in a world, friends!
I’m under the Second Seal here; this is your Second
Seal. This is the mystery of the sword taking peace from
the earth. This is your Red Horse here. But God said,
… I will kindle a fire in the wall of
Rabbah, and it shall devour the palaces
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thereof, with shouting in the day of battle,
with a tempest in the day of the whirlwind:
And their king shall go into captivity, he
and his princes together, saith the Lord.
These places were used as a base for terrorism. Where
do you think the leaders are going now? The bigger
powers are already talking about the future, of the postAfghan State. In other words, we’re going to take it.
Either we share it up as spoil among the big nations….
[one side of tape ends - Ed.] … a new government suited
to our policy, and we change the way of life there - the
Second Seal. But your Second Seal is to help bring you
to your Fourth Seal. Because your Fourth Seal is where
you unite the powers; your Fourth Seal is what takes you
to Armageddon; your Fourth Seal is what brings the
control of the world because you are controlling
economics, you are controlling religion, you are
controlling the armies; you are controlling them. That’s
the Seals!
Now we’re not talking about the Seals like ‘White
Horse’ means ‘Nicolaitians two thousand years ago,’ and
‘Red Horse’ means ‘when they killed sixty-eight million
Christians.’ We are beyond that! It was not Christians
alone they killed. Did you ever hear about the
Crusades...the Crusades? The killing they’re talking
about was killing during the Crusades. And out of the
Crusades came the Inquisition. And this was for political
achievement and control of territories.
I trust you are believing me! You see, I have to take
you back into history and make the Prophet… give sense
to the Prophet’s words to you otherwise you stay back
here with a little superficial church understanding in
your mind and you have the Seals... That’s why your life
is powerless. Your life has no power because you walk
around with the Seals book saying, “The White Horse
rider was something two thousand years ago.” And the
Prophet said that it rode right out through the Ages into
eternity.
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And if I ask you what he did yesterday, you will tell
me. And if I ask you what he is doing today, you can’t
tell me. Do you understand what I’m saying? Well, you
weren’t living yesterday so he couldn’t deceive you
yesterday; you’re living today. Do you get what I’m
saying? Sure! My! So I’m taking for a subject there,
“EXTERMINATION
FOR
EXPANSION”...
Extermination for Expansion. And for a subject, I’m
taking, Exercising The Power Given Unto Them Over
The Fourth Part Of The Earth. Revelation 6:8 says,
And power was given unto them over the
fourth part of the earth to kill with the sword.
They have military power that they can kill with sword.
And with hunger they have economic power and can give
sanctions and starve people. How many know they killed
half of a million with sanctions in Iraq, and in other parts
of the world they killed many more millions? Just by
sanctions! And with death, pestilence. Now learn a law
of God: what you sow is what? [Congregation says, “you
reap”] And the punishment fits the crime. Where was Eve
judged? In her mouth? Did she get a toothache for eating
an apple? No, no, no. God said, “In sorrow you’ll
conceive”, because the sin was not eating with the
mouth, the sin was sexually. So the judgment came
where the sin was committed.
Where did the woman rot who committed adultery in
the Bible? In the thigh...in the private part. Is that right?
Why there? Because that’s where she committed the
crime against her husband because her womb is
betrothed to her husband; her eggs in that body was
betrothed to her husband’s sperm. That’s what the
betrothal was. And she went and let somebody into the
sacred bedding ground that belongs to her husband.
And God brought judgment there. Where was Uzziah
judged when he exalted his knowledge above the Word?
Where was Miriam judged when she spoke against
Moses? Exactly right!
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Then what does that teach you? When you see where
certain people are being hit… Brother, when you bomb
people’s buildings, they could bomb back yours; you’ll
reap that! Whether you call yours a legitimate war and
you called the next one illegitimate war, that’s just man’s
terms. But in the realm of God, if you do that and then
want to cover up what you did and divert it as though
you didn’t know what you did, then when the judgment
comes, it is not man bringing that but God. God stirred
up an adversary against Solomon; God stirred up this
against him... reason. Is that right?
It’s the Bible! I have to go by the Bible; the Bible is
what I’m going by. If I offend you, it is the Word that
offends you because I’m quoting the Bible.
Let’s teach this a little bit - “EXTERMINATION FOR
EXPANSION”! Why? God says, “I watch how you carry
out the campaign. I watch your collateral damage.”
That’s the word they use; when you read that, you don’t
know what they’re talking about. “Collateral damage?
What’s that?” They veil all their hideous crimes in
language. It’s when they interpret ‘collateral damage’ for
you, they tell you that’s ‘how many people got killed’ civilians get killed, homes get destroyed and different
things. It all lumps together in one.
And when you hear that, you’ll never know what went
on. And as far as they’re concerned, they’re admitting it
but you are not thinking in their terms and the way
they’re expressing themselves. So it’s no fault of theirs if
you don’t understanding their language. But as far as
they’re concerned, they did not hide it; they said it. And
if you did not investigate to find out what they were
talking about, it’s a problem. Now get with me. Some of
you got lost here but I want you to see something.
God judges an individual the same way He judges a
nation. You lie against somebody, you deceive them so
you could rob them, and then you cover up your scheme
that you were able to use to manipulate them. Right?
They say, “Look, you can trust me. I am your friend. You
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could depend on me,” and they talk about three or four
instances. “Do you remember one night you came by me
for help? Do you remember the time your car shutdown
and I left home, came out of my bed and came to help,
and pulled your car into your garage? Do you remember
those things?” You say, “Yes; you’re my friend.”
Then that same person goes to one of your enemies
who wants to destroy you and says, “Well, you see that
fellow, I don’t think he understands what’s going on, you
know. I think he’s kind of selfish.” And then they kind of
talk about you in a downgraded way because they want
to get favor with this person here. And they know if this
person only begins to think that they’re getting an ally in
you to support their cause, and your fellowship is
breaking with this person, they’re going to open up to
you.
Well on an individual Christian level, you call that
deceit and scheme. In politics they call that ‘political
strategy’. They call that ‘political maneuver’. And they
say, “This is not for the faint hearted,” if you have a weak
conscience.
Well, when God is weighing a man, He weighs this
man for his unscrupulous sins, and when He is weighing
the nations, He weighs the nations for their national sins
like He weighs the man for his individual sins.
The individual has an individual policy; do you know
that you have an economic policy? Why is it that half of
you are in debt? Because your policy is rotten! You have
a corrupt financial policy...economic policy. You have a
policy that isn’t working for you.
When a company is not making money, you have to
find somebody and say, “Analyze me; tell me if I’m
overstaffed. Tell me if my staff isn’t motivated enough.
Find my problem. Restructure my system here and
revamp the business so that I could get more operative
and I can get more production because I think that the
kind of money I’ve invested, I ought to be making a
certain amount of profits.”
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So the man comes in, he’s a financial expert, he’s
going to come and check your systems, see how you’re
doing this here. “You don’t need this man; you can get a
computer here. And this way you’re handling this
business, you’re tying up a lot of your capital here. Take
back some of the capital here.” He says, “Kind of use that
here, do this on terms here, stagger this debt over here.”
And he gets you out and you end up with more capital
to operate and you have more channels of getting your
information…get on the internet, so now you could do
more business and you have more opportunities.
Well that man says, “My! It’s a good thing I brought
this man in! Things I had to change in my business that,
you know, for over twenty-five years…”And when you
need somebody to come in with the Word of God, who
can say now, “No, no, no. Why you can’t prosper - here
is your problem, and here is your problem, and here is
your problem, and here is your problem.” (You say, - Ed.)
“No, no, no!” Do you think that is not in the Bible? Do
you think that’s in a bank? Well, that’s the problem with
people; they think that’s in a bank; they don’t know
that’s in the Bible.
“So you want to get into my private business; you want
to control my life?” My goodness! And they stay in debt,
they stay in poverty, they stay in economic hardship,
they can’t move on. And especially if the advice and the
thing diagnosed and identified as a problem, they don’t
have the grace to submit to the instruction. Do you know
what they’re going to do? They’re going to start to
‘opinion shop.’ They’re going to go to somebody else to
get an idea more suited to the way already set in their
mind because they don’t want to change their thinking.
Well, you get nations doing that.
Remember years ago when Guyana went Socialist and
they said, “No, no, no. We have to get creative.” And they
stopped, broke off trade and became part of the cold war.
They lined up with Russia and Cuba and them. And the
next thing, whilst markets were prospering in the West,
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they had people there making bags with grass and all
kinds of different things. Sure! You couldn’t bring in
goods. Brother, everything went black market - took over
the country. Up until this day, though they tried one or
two methods, it is still hard to come out.
But what do you think is happening, friends? When
God looks, that’s your Third seal. So if you don’t have
any revelation of the Third Seal, you can’t prosper. Do
you get what I’m saying? Because Satan is going to
capture your wealth. You sit down in church and say,
“Boy, I know the Third Seal, yes! And in the Third Seal
is where they are selling novenas and different things.”
And you sit down there thinking you have revelation and
Satan capturing all your wealth, tying up all your money,
jamming you in bad investment, all kinds of different
things, and you end up in problems.
And you say, “I understand the Seals, you know.”
What Seal do you understand? You don’t understand
anything because Satan is tying you up. The same Black
Horse rider that tied up the world, tied up nations, is
tying you up as an individual. Didn’t the Prophet say,
“Little Pancho, running down with his pay to buy the
thing in the Catholic Church?” And then he shows you
the big nations like America trapped by the same thing
too. He shows you Pancho in Mexico and America, a man
and a nation, both of them trapped because they don’t
understand the economics of the world. Those are
mysteries.
Your First Seal is dealing...pertaining to mysteries in
the religious realm. What kills a church? False doctrine
comes into it; right? What kills an individual? When Eve
got deceived and lost her power and lost everything, what
caused it? False doctrine! And when the Ephesian
Church started to get these sayings that became deeds
and doctrine, what happened to the Church? It died just
like Eve! Is that right? Do you see how these things are
just head knowledge for a lot of people? Do you see how
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people still have an intellectual understanding of what
we call the Seals?
Individual sins and national sins… If we say what are
the national sins? We have a casino...the nation has a
big casino. Then you have a believer who is taking a
chance in a lottery over here, he is buying a ‘play-whe’ [a
local gambling game - Ed.] here, he is getting influenced
in a ‘scratch’ [gambling game - Ed.]. It is the same thing!
Do you see what is happening? You have made me come
down to baby language. I have to break it down fine for
you to see that. A lot of you are sitting down and thinking
that I’m talking about American policy. I’m talking about
the Seals.
But you see it’s people’s understanding; it’s where
they’re at, where they live. You can’t live beyond your
revelation; your revelation is your power. If you have a
watered down revelation, do you think you have power?
No. Your revelation is strength; there is no prevailing
power as the revelation of the Word. My!
Religious conquest! Is there a thing like religious
conquest? The Pope came and began to take over
Protestants, changed their language - “Separated
brethren, that we all may be one.” He’s praying, “Forgive
us, my Pope ancestors… Fifteen hundred years ago they
did you all an injustice. Please, let us be more tolerant
with each other.”
It is like Jehovah Witnesses who visit some one's
house with their books, and start to tell you that if you
want to be in the kingdom and such and such and such,
and Jehovah, you have to go back to the original and
things there, and then they catch you like that. Is that
anything different? He’s taking all of the Protestant world
and a Jehovah Witness is taking one and two here, a
proselyte. Aren’t both religious conquests? Aren’t both
conquering by sayings?
Then a man goes to a church, preaches his doctrine
and slides the people out of the Message. He goes back
to say that the Seven Seals are not open, that the Seven
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Thunders are not revealed, locks them up in a basement,
shuts them in there, and says that he’s the next man
after the Prophet. What’s that? The same thing! The
same thing! Yet they say, “We see the Seals.” You haven’t
seen the first one yet because you got conquered. ‘Seeing
it’ means that it can’t conquer you.
Second Seal - they kill with a sword. He who lives by
the sword will…[Congregation says ‘die by the sword’].
Does the Bible say that? Revelation 13. Revelation
19...what does it say? How does he kill the nations? A
sword comes out of His mouth! When they come out with
their military power, when they’re going to use political
power, shut you down, hunt you down, how are you
going to overcome them? By a sword too...by a sword too!
Watch the Third Pull then, the Spoken Word; the sword
will come out of the mouth. My! Jesus help me!
The Second Seal is mysteries that pertain to
what?...military campaign in the world! How does a
nation take peace from the earth with the sword? It’s the
military warfare! What is happening now in the world...is
taking peace from a certain region of the world. What
happened in New York was taking peace from a certain
region of the world. War! And what was it? Two ideologies
clashing and fighting. It comes down to two different
beliefs. Whether one is a big organized power and one is
a small unorganized power, or not as organized as the
big organized power, yet there are two different beliefs.
When you bring it right down, one is fighting this one
because, “I believe you are the Satan of the world.” The
other one believes, “I believe you are the terrorist of the
world”, so the terrorist and Satan are fighting each other.
He says, “You are polluting us with your policy.” The
other one over there says, “You destroy our country, you
control our resources, we have to find a way to hit you
back.” It comes down to two beliefs. If you get two people
arguing and not able to agree together, you come back
to the same thing.
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What was the first human war?...Cain and Abel! What
was it about?...belief! That’s the Red Horse; that’s belief!
What was the first White Horse?...a woman getting
deceived by a man! Then when you come into the New
Testament, it was a church getting deceived by
preachers. It was nations being conquered because a
church got strong religiously and politically and was now
using their armies to put pressure on those who didn’t
believe like them. Is that right?
You see that’s why, for the Word to have value to you,
it has to be relevant to you. If you have the Word and the
Word is not a lamp unto your feet and the Word isn’t
showing you what is happening, then what do you have
the Word as? What are you going to use it for? Do you
understand what I’m saying? The Word is given to us
because we are in an Age where there are so many voices
to confuse the people and carry them into deception that
God had to come down and speak in this day and
uncover the scheme of the enemy in such a way, and lay
him naked and bare so the church would not be
deceived...the Elect would not be deceived.
Because we have the Word, we can know where a
person’s influence comes from. Because I’m going to
show you that the voice of the world comes into the
church and puts people to sleep. I’m going to show you
that political persuasions and political influences come
into the church. And you know how it comes into the
church? You are part of the society. So you travel in the
maxi, you are working in the office. Many are employed
in different institutions and they are all tied politically.
And then sometimes, for the security of your job, you are
trying to stay neutral but around an election season, you
are under pressure. See?
And then sometimes there are voices. This one puts in
some of his ideology, and this one puts in some of his
ideology, and then you get trapped in a realm of
reasoning. And you kind of figure this person will make
a difference; this person will make a difference; now we’ll
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get a change. Then as a Christian you start looking for
man to bring change politically and you already got
under the Devil’s influence. Then you’re coming to
church and you’re part of the church too. But then, if
that is planted in you deeper than the Word is planted
in you, and the Word strikes politics and hits something,
you get troubled right there!
And if you’re not sensitive enough to judge yourself
and say, “But why do I want to be against the Word of
God to hold on to the Devil’s kingdom?” And then you
find how hard it is sometimes to turn loose certain
things. And watch what happens. That’s part of the
system because remember, you have to listen to the
news whether you want to listen to it or not. You’re going
to work in the morning and somebody has their radio on.
You sit down at the desk at your job, somebody has a
radio on or something. You go to a place to eat and
somebody has a television on. So you’re hearing things
that are an influence. And whatever channel it is on, and
whatever is going forth, it is a certain kind of influence.
And that is more powerful than those bombs that are
hitting Afghanistan because that bomb is coming into
you. That is a psychological bomb. That is a bomb with
ideas that will bomb out your ideas and establish its
ideas. That’s a virus; that’s worse than the Anthrax.
That’s somebody hatching out something in a laboratory
and throwing it on you, and that is getting into you. You
don’t know that that virus will eat down your belief, and
eat down your faith, and eat down your absolute.
And you start to say, “Well the Prophet could really be
wrong you know. I don’t really believe the hour is that
late because, you know, I think… Look what’s going on
in the world today and really after all, what do you expect
people to do?” And you drop back into a human realm
because there are no more Seals opened you know.
There is no rock thrown up anymore. There is no Cloud
turned; all you have is a picture on your wall.
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Queen Of The South message, 1960, he said, ...we
come to Solomon. In his days Solomon, any Bible reader
knows that that was the golden Age of Israel.
And what was the Prophet in the land doing? Kennedy
was in the White House, coming in, and the Prophet was
there with the Word, the Messianic Sign. For two
thousand years there was no ministry like that on the
earth. And this ministry was going back into the Bible to
show them the signs of the Messiah across the world and
across the nations; already in Germany, India, South
Africa, all through America, it was standing right there.
But the nations were caught up in politics; the nations
were caught up in a new move. Why? What did the
Prophet preach in The World Is Again Falling Apart?
Every nation wanted what, in the Cold war? What did
they they want? A Messiah! They wanted a Messiah! He
said, “But what did God give them? A crying baby.” It
wasn’t a sermon! The Message was having less influence
than the anointed politicians who were in the earth. They
were capturing masses, they were shaking nations, and
the voice of the Prophet was falling on dead ears because
the church was already diverted saying - “Beware of
Communism...beware of Communism.” He said they
were being put to sleep.
The political persuasions had gotten into the
Pentecostal churches and was making the Pentecostal
ministers take their face out of the Bible and start to
preach, “Communism is the thing to fear.” And the
Catholic church was coming in; they were voting in the
Catholic church while they were saying, “Watch
Communism.” And the Pentecostal ministers were
saying, “You know Brother Branham, we had a great
meeting with the Pope,” - David du Plessis - and carrying
the church into Babylon because they’re thinking, “We
have to fight Communism,” because they were not
filtering their ideology through the Word of the Prophet.
Let me tell you, if you don’t preach the Word, you’ll
preach nationalistic pride. You’re a Trinidadian; you’ll
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talk about how great Trinidad is. You’re an American;
you’ll talk about how great America is. You’re talking
history, not present tense. You are watching a man, a
nation past redemption, judged, can’t come back. For
three transgressions and for four, I will punish - Amos.
Amos... when? In the days before the great earthquake,
when the lion was roaring. Amos presented his message
in the form of a roaring lion because Amos is a prophecy
for the last days!
“When God gives a gift to a people, or a nation, or a
people, and those people will recognize that gift, it’s a
golden Age for them. If they turn it down, it’s chaos for
them.”
They had a man, Solomon, in their midst...Israel. And
there were Syrians, there were Babylonians, there were
Philistines, there were all those different nations. But
that man, that gift that man had, gave him access to
God. And that man had a wisdom that brought that
nation to a golden Age because the people saw that gift
and rallied around that gift.
Then a ‘greater than Solomon’ was to come in this day,
and here the gift came among the people and the nation
couldn’t recognize it.
And he said, “A greater than Solomon is here. And they
are turning it down.”
He said, “...let’s take Solomon for a few moments.
Solomon was given a gift of discernment, and all Israel
rallied around it. Everybody believed it. Why? He had a
gift of discernment, he could discern for the people. And
everybody was one heart, and one accord, around the
great gift of God.” “...they sang the songs; they built the
temple; they’ve done great things, ‘cause they were
happy. Jehovah had put a gift of discernment in one man,
Solomon. And they was all happy about it.”
He said, “Oh, if America tonight would rally around the
gift of God, it’d be a golden Age; it’d be a Millennium for
us here. What if we’d rally around the gift of God, that...
That’s the Holy Ghost, of course. All America would rally
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around the gift that God sent to us, the Holy Ghost, it’d be
a time that they would break down every wall of partition
between Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterian, Lutheran,
Pentecostal, and we’d have a golden Age. And the power
of God would sweep this nation from sea to shining sea.
Every nation under heaven would fear us.
That’s the best protection we have: God’s protection.
We don’t have to build atomic bombs, race Russia, and
missile race. Just come back to God. Accept the gift that
He give us. But they won’t do it.”
That was crazy for him to preach that, isn’t that so?
They were in the armaments in the cold war; they were
in the missile race. Russia was trying to go into outer
space; they were trying to beat them to it. It was a big
race on in science, in the world. And here, while each
nation had their Messiah trying to bring this great
kingdom that they were looking for, and become the
world’s supreme power, here was the world’s supreme
power standing, all bottled up in a man, night after night
going back to the Bible, showing them…
He said that thing, you voted that, and you want to
win this race? You have Jezebel in there and you don’t
know what is happening! You don’t have enough
revelation to know that it said that in the Bible, you who
fled for freedom of religion and made a backward step
like that and then talk about missile race and atomic
bomb, and becoming the supreme nation? Why? They
were not thinking about the Word of God.
Yet they are Christians, going to church every day. But
they know their Bible as Jesus went to Galilee, and
Jesus broke the bread, and Jesus healed the sick. But
they don’t know the Bible in the Book of Revelation as,
“and the fourth beast destroyed wonderfully and
devoured the whole earth, and destroying many by creed
and taking the kingdom by flatteries.” They don’t know
the Bible that way. “Cause craft to prosper;” they don’t
know the Bible that way. Think of it! But you know how
they know the Bible? “God loves a cheerful giver. I’ll show
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you five ways to prosperity. I’ll give you five tips to make
your marriage work.” That’s the way they know the Bible!
In the last days, in a prophetic Age… I hear that
screaming out of me. I say to myself, “I wonder if I’m
making sense to the people. I wonder if you understand.
I wonder what eye you’re looking through.”
He said, “In every nation on Earth there is chaos.”
Where was he getting that from?...the Bible! And
Solomon’s gift was not even one-tenth of what was in
him. Think of it, friends!
He said, “Now, but if Russia ever comes to the United
States, (which is one of the leading nations of the Western
world),... ‘God’s Provided Way’,1961, they wouldn’t want
to blow it up. They could do it, if they want to right now,
or we could blow that up. But they’ll never do it. Because
they would destroy everything. They want the wealth of
the nation. So therefore, they would try to put them to
sleep.”
Hear a Prophet; he said, “They could take a bomb you
know, and just blow everything into pieces,” but they
would destroy the wealth. Do you know what are the new
kinds of bombs they want to bring? These kinds of
bombs smash up buildings, cost billions of dollars and
make you go into debt. All these nice materials and
craftsmanship and architecture, historical things, these
kinds of bombs will smash it up. So they have to get
something to kill the people and save the buildings. It
would be better! So we’re coming back to germ warfare,
because germ warfare kills you out lethally too but
doesn’t destroy the buildings. And we sit down in a nice
little ‘gentle Jesus’ church… Seven Seals are open and
we wonder what the Prophet was talking about. Listen.
He said, “They want the wealth of the nation. So
therefore, they’ll try to put them to sleep.”
“And one thing, I do not think the war will be a missile
warfare. But I think it’ll be a spiritual warfare, that’ll come
in and just take the nation over and put them to sleep, till
they get in and get a hold. Well, if they get a hold there
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and take the United States, Canada is a small thing for
them.”
Look where this man’s thoughts were. Look at the man
with the Word inside of him, a Prophet to the nations in
the world. And he’s watching the two super powers, and
he is watching the missile race, and he said, “What is the
matter with them? The gift is right here to show what
God is doing and what the hour is and they’re running
with all kinds of different things, getting their minds
messed up with all kinds of Greek-Orthodox,
Westminster politics, and American politics, and
Socialist politics and the Word is here, could open the
Bible and show them.” Think of it!
Then he said, “You know something, I believe it will be
a spiritual warfare.” Sure there is a bomb going to come,
but that is when they need to use that bomb. But the
Prophet said that they’re going to come in and put them
to sleep, like they’re doing already. Put them to sleep!
You know how they put them to sleep? I went through
those Scriptures here already...drunken them - five
hundred movie channels, information superhighway,
bombard their minds every day, twenty-four hours CNN,
twenty-four hours BBC, twenty-four hours NBC, twentyfour hours ESPN, twenty-four hours... drunk!
All that is coming out of people’s mouths are sports,
and tennis, and that movie, and this; then the internet
unlimited - drunk. And then things are happening
around them and they don’t know it. Do you know why?
When people can think, they can analyze; when they can
analyze, they can have discernment and they can draw
conclusions, and they can know right and wrong. They
can test the opinions of people. They can see if they’re
just being manipulated or if they really understand what
is happening, or if they’re doing this consciously or
through a persuasion that they’re not even
understanding that their minds are already bombed out.
They’re captured; they have been conquered. Where did
Eve get conquered first?
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What Age are we in? Where was the greatest battle
ever fought? [Congregation says, “in your mind”] See?
People know those things, as I say, intellectually, but
when you really know it, it governs you. It governs your
behavior, it governs the way you see, it governs the way
you talk, it governs the way you act, it governs the way
you carry yourself, it governs the way you judge things.
Then you’re getting somewhere, where you’re beginning
to become the Word. You get out of church then. You no
longer attend the Third Exodus Assembly in
Longdenville. You start walking in a realm where you’re
walking with God now; you’re linked up with
omniscience. Then that’s the power you’re looking for;
that’s how it comes...not from the sky! You’re planted by
the river of water and you’re growing up from an acorn
to an oak tree.
So they’ll put them to sleep; they’ll take over the
nation. How did denominations go back? Seventh Day
Adventist started off… Revelation 13 is America, the
beast that comes out of the earth. Rome is the great
harlot. They have gone right back! Luther came out “The just shall live by faith. This is not the blood and
body of Jesus Christ; threw it on the floor.” Gone right
back. What happened? Put them back to sleep; took
them back into captivity!
You have people saying church...saying church and
making a backward step and go right back in a morgue
and sit down. What do you think caused that? Captured!
Enslaved the mind; blew the brains out. It’s not cocaine
alone that gives you brain damage. False doctrine gives
you worse brain damage than that. Do you know what
Jesus said? “Made them a twofold child of hell, twice
dead, plucked out by the root, clouds without water.”
That is a man who gets his brain blown with false
doctrine.
You can’t tell them anything about God - religious,
sown down. He said, “You know according to the Bible,
John Wesley didn’t start the church; that’s only your
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Methodist doctrine. The church existed before John
Wesley came.” The woman said, “Pull the curtain!” The
Prophet was going to pray for her husband and said,
“Lady, can I pray for your dying husband there”? She
said, “I’m Methodist; pull that curtain!” Phew! The next
one, “Are you a Christian”? [She replied - Ed.] “I give to
you...you better know I’m an American. I burn a candle
every night.” Teaching!
You know how people say, “Brother Vin and them up
there - false doctrine; you all are getting carried away up
there. Way off the Message he has gone, into apostasy!”
That’s their mindset; that’s their mindset.
Put them to sleep; the spin doctors they call them,
have their heads in a state. Propaganda! Let me tell you,
I don’t want to get too critical here but I have to say it.
All these big, big, news media houses - CNN, BBC and
all these things, these are propaganda machines.
This thing is America’s influence and that is shaping
the world. This is machinery. Why? They know we have
gone into an Age...when you had a cutlass and you get a
gun, do you think you will go back to fight a war with a
cutlass? When you come into an information Age, the
kind of warfare you can do, and the kind of mass
manipulation and control you can do through
information, there is no comparison to using the old way
of warfare.
Do you know what the new people in charge of
America’s warfare are saying? They are saying...there are
a lot of these fellows, these old ex-army chiefs who were
with the Pentagon, old ex-generals in the army and
people who fought in the Gulf War ten years ago, going
there and saying all kinds of things about how the war
should be fought. “These fellows don’t know that the
kind of weapons we had there ten years ago, we’re so far
advanced from that, that comes like we don’t even use
that any more, hardly. We have new things, information
things we have there. Brother we could jam things, we
could do things, we could manipulate societies, things
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we could do in a vast scale. We don’t want to go back to
that kind of thing there; we want to test out these new
weapons” - extending their borders, enlarging their
borders.
How come Britain... do you know the size of Britain?
Britain had control of almost the whole world! All of us
down here, our heroes - Sir Francis Drake and Sir Walter
Raleigh, grew up there, talking about Coleridge and all
kinds of different things. You talk about influence; you
talk about mind control; and that was a reading book.
They have Toby and Priscilla, a reading book! You talk
about the internet today! If they had internet back there,
do you think we could have come out of this? Only the
mercy of God could get you out. Friends, listen.
He said, “Let me show you how close we are to that
judgment conference.”
He preached Conference, 1960. “Did you notice in the
other conference I want to speak of just a second,...”
Now I’m talking about how they put them to sleep. A
nation comes in and they make an invasion; they put the
whole nation to sleep and nobody even sees a Russian
plane, nobody even sees a Russian tank.
Remember years ago when they had...1995, I
preached a message and I showed when they had tried
to take Poland from the Communists. They tried all
kinds of Hot War but they could not do it. Hitler moved
in there, conquered with tanks and bombs. And then
when they broke the Communist power, the Catholic
priests went, the Pope went in and I said, “Look, there
this time they didn’t see any guns and tanks and planes,
but the same Dragon came, the same beast came as a
false prophet and took the kingdom by flatteries”,
another kind of invasion that they never even
understood.
Do you know what the Seven Thunders is to
do?...wake you up! Who put you to sleep? Who put the
churches to sleep? You know now that we’re awakened.
The people who are asleep, they say we are false and this
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is of the devil and everything else, all this prophecy for
the last days and... Brother Marricheau was telling me,
he was talking to... he was doing a computer... setting
up some networks for a denominational church, big
Pentecostal minister there. He got talking to him and
started with serpent seed. And the man started to laugh
and said, “Do you believe that nonsense about Eve and
the serpent? You believe that?” When he started to tell
him about water baptism, well the man even laughed
him to further scorn and started to tell him about the
Greek and what the Greek says. See? Think, friends.
Who put them to sleep? Are you asleep or are you
awakened? You’re awakened? You have to know! He
said, “Blow a trumpet in Zion, sound an alarm in my
Holy Mountain.” Hear the prophet.
He said, “...They had a conference here the other day.
Some people, we, who are in touch with God, I think we
ought to enlighten our people to what’s going on.”
He said, “Something happened in the world conference
- the summit, the other day.”
He said, “You remember that conference they had the
other day where Khrushchev jerked off his shoe and
slammed it against the... Did you catch that what that
was? ...they were five eastern communistic nations
represented there, and five western free nations
represented there.”
“Notice. Daniel had a vision.”
No minister in the States caught that. Do you think
they have time to know what summit is going on? Do you
think they are interested in that?
He said, “We who are in touch with God better wake
up our people and let them know what is happening.”
He said, “Did you catch what happened there, you see
what Khrushchev do! When Khrushchev took off his
shoe,” he said, “did you recognize there were five eastern
nations and five western nations?”
The Prophet’s mind went back in the Book of Daniel
where ‘Eisenhower’ means ‘iron’ and ‘Khrushchev’
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means ‘clay.’ And the iron and clay couldn’t mix, you
know, according to Daniel’s prophecy. Then watching
himself standing there with the gift and the world didn’t
want it, because Babylon had them drunk... drunkened
the world.
He said, “Now, remember that was a Gentile kingdom.
Now, did you notice? Did you know what the name
Khrushchev means in Russia? Dirt or clay. He was a
heading up of them Kingdoms. You know what
Eisenhower means, the head of this? Iron. Iron and clay
and they couldn’t mix together.”
He said, “Do you see friends? The next thing left is the
stone to be cut out, the coming of the Lord...”
He was walking; he was preaching! A man said, “That’s
politics; Brother Branham is talking about politics.” He
said, “Russia would put the nation to sleep.” Do you
know why? Because he was awakened; he knew they
were sleeping. He knew he was shaking those churches
- “Get up! Get up! Samson, the Philistines are on you,”
and he is groggy. He said, “The foolish virgins tried to get
up looking for the Holy Ghost when they thought the
Holy Ghost was a sensation, was a wiggle on the floor,
was a goose bump, uh-huh. Putting them to sleep,
disorienting their minds, spraying the nations, spewing
it out.
I was reading something from the Jerusalem Post and
those Israelites there, you know, they’re sharp. They
said, “Did you notice the other day on CNN, how…” and
they called the certain man who was doing the
announcing; instead of him saying ‘terrorism,’ he started
to say ‘militants.’ He started to say ‘the Palestinian
militants’ and ‘the Palestinian freedom fighters,’ and the
Jews caught it. Because when he’s saying that ‘militants,’ and the Jews were saying it was terrorism
they were fighting, it threw the whole picture with one
word into another context, and it started to give a
different signal. “No. These people are freedom fighters.
These...they have a cause. And they are really militant
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to the oppression that is coming down on them.” And it
was to actually make the Jews look bad.
I shudder sometimes when I pick up the newspapers
and read and see, I could tell exactly what is going on in
the media houses, who they’re plugged in for, what
they’re trying to do, how they’re manipulating people,
what is going on. Do you know why? They determine
what is news and what is not news. They determine what
goes on the front page, what goes on the back page, what
goes in a corner, what is important. And who is it? Some
alcoholic with a problem. The next one can’t live his life
properly. The next one came out with two GCE’s and got
a job because she was pretty. Do you understand what
I’m saying?
And you have a couple politically-minded people
swinging people into different places, messing up the
minds of people. When the war started and they enlisted
their army, they got their propaganda machine oiled and
greased. Well, if this thing is so small, this is like a little
pea-shooter to us, what about CNN and BBC and them
who have worldwide coverage, who have a website? Who
makes the world today? How do you think the beast will
deceive the whole world? I pray thee tell me!
I pray thee tell me how come the mightiest Prophet,
the greatest thing that ever happened, is unknown after
all these years and so many Message churches? Is that
overlooked or is that put aside and locked up and must
not come out? Then who is suppressing that? Listen. He
is finishing up. He said,
“THUS SAITH THE LORD. Repent. I predict three
curtains. In the Name of the Lord, there’s one called the
Iron Curtain, which will be Russia. Watch Red China,
that’ll be the Bamboo Curtain. They’re horrible, but watch
that Purple Curtain, that’s rising in the United States and
over the world, the Roman Empire, the cruelest of them.”
While he was saying this, Khrushchev and
Eisenhower, and saying, he said,
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“Some people who are in touch with God, I think we
ought to enlighten our people to what is going on.”
He said, “Did you catch that the other day, what is
happening here?”
I’m trying to awaken my little group here to what is
happening. That’s why I went back in the Bible and tried
to show you what those Seals really are, and show you
the things today where it is under those Seals; it is
exactly according to those Seals.
The Voice Of God In This Last Days, listen.
“There is so many voices in the earth today,...”
And this is the shake up, listen to this,listen good.
“...that it is absolutely a hard thing, because it
deadens the Voice of the Supernatural.”
Here was a man, and he was saying, “And the Angel
came to me when I was seven years old and spoke to me,
and in 1933 among other witnesses, the Angel came
there. And then that Angel came when I was there in that
cave in Green’s Mill, Indiana and told me, ‘I will go out
there and be with kings, and potentates, and monarchs,’
and today you all know that.”
I have some things… in studying these things here, I
came across them and I never even came across them in
the Message before, when congressman Upshaw was
healed. He said, “That congressman, sixty-five years in a
wheelchair, God chose out that man to heal him. ‘Thus
saith the Lord’ in a vision; ‘Sir, rise to your feet,’ called
him out.” Then the congressman came to the Branham
Tabernacle. He picked up an offering for the man
because the man was retired and everything already.
And the congressman gave his own little speech, and
the congressman said, “I’m sending this to Stalin, and to
Churchill, and to all these different… and to King
George.” And Brother Branham was saying, “And King
George is sending back to congressman Upshaw…” They
had met all these people through diplomatic channels
because this man was a high congressman who at one
time was a candidate for president in the United States.
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And so he had met Stalin and all these people, and when
the man got healed in the Prophet’s meetings…
And then there was this German who was one of the
managers, Baron von Blomberg I think was the man’s
name. And Brother Branham said, “I met him in Miami,
Florida, and the man came there and he had this young
boy who was in a concentration camp in Russia, where
he escaped from the Cold War and came out and started
to tell of the torture.” He said, “Brother Branham, all
down in those Russian armies there, they knew about
that dead boy there; they talked about it...that was
raised in Finland.” Finland is on the Russian border, if
you know your Geography. He said, “Those Russians
cried when they saw that” and said, “We’ll serve a God
like that.” He said, “They went back with the testimony.”
Then Joseph Stalin on the earth...watch Stalin, watch
this one! All the testimonies of a Prophet went there.
King George gave his testimony; congressman Upshaw
gave his testimony. He said, “I sat there with Nero and
them, up there. I went with the Jains, the Hindus, and
the Shiites, and the Sunni, and all those different people
who write things on steel beam with their eyes, make
things levitate. He said, “I challenged them that night on
the platform. ‘Come here and heal this blind man. If your
religion is of God, I’ll serve your religion, but if Jesus
Christ raises this man,’ he said, ‘you’ll have to give your
life to Him.’” He said, “It was the quietest group you ever
heard.” Think of it, friends! And then hear in The Voice
Of God In This Last Days, he said,
“There is so many voices in the earth today, that it is
absolutely a hard thing, because it deadens the Voice of
the Supernatural.”
He had to fight; he had to press to get his message
over. They were killing that Voice.
“There is so many intellectual voices, great voices of
mighty men who are intellectual, that, in their intellectual
conditions, even shake the nations. They’re just not
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overnight people, but they shake nations, bringing great
organizations together, great campaigns, flowery.”
Look at the voice of politics; even the President of the
United States gathered the world together in a few days!
Congress started fighting day and night with politicians
and democrats coming together, unified, anointed with
emotions and gave forty billion to fight that war.
And the backdrop of that is, from Chile all the way into
Asia, Indonesia all the way into Africa, people are in the
streets (I’m sure you see the newspapers)... people are in
the streets protesting. They are not living in Afghanistan.
Where are they seeing all of that?... media. But that
thing is having a global impact, thousands and tens of
thousands. Whether they’re talking Spanish down in
Latin America, whether they’re talking Zulu or African or
some dialect over there, whether they’re speaking some
other language, whatever they’re speaking, rising up.
Why? Because they’re seeing the thing and they know
something is happening, without revelation.
I was telling my boys and others, I said, “Could you
imagine; look what is happening in the earth.” I said,
“Look there.” I said, “Aren’t you privileged?” I said, “Hear
the things we are looking at in the Bible and reading the
handwriting on the wall. All those...they call themselves
ministers in politics; they don’t know what is happening.
Do you think they know that a Prophet came? Do you
think they know Angels opened the Seven Seals? Do you
think they know the Bride is the final Voice?” Her Voice
goes to the nations, friends. Sometimes, I think I can
…?... The Spirit of God will not change.
“And there’s voices that raise up and do these things,
and it causes the Voice of God to be placed back
somewhere, the true Voice of God.”
He said all those voices take over and the true Voice
of God is placed back somewhere. Think of all these
denominational voices carrying people left and right.
Think of the great Pentecostal leaders who were
anointing candidates for the last election and taking
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their side and coming out in the open because they were
so sure. All who were predicting, all who have prophetic
ministries, and prophetic this, and prophetic that. Do
you see?
Where does their anointing take them? To unite with
a politician. That’s the church (’ll get it just now... I may
not get to it)...that’s the church messing with politics.
What happens when the church messes with politics?
You’ll get disturbance! We are talking about the Seals. I
think these things need to be revealed; I think some of
these things really need to be revealed. Your response is
too slow with these things.
He said, “Now, today, how do we know it’s the Voice of
God, because it’s the manifestation of the prophet’s Word.
This is God’s prophet.”
This is God’s Prophet! All these things! As I was saying
the other night, I was making a statement, I wonder if
some of you understand how striking that statement
was. I said, it’s not just believers who are typed out in
the Bible, and churches. In the Old Testament, nations
are typed out there, systems are typed out there, armies
are typed out there, politicians, economies are typed out
there, trade is typed out there. Why? Revelation. Your
First Seal is what?...religious deception; that’s typed out
in the Old Testament. The Second Seal is what?...war the sword, military campaign. If that’s a sealed mystery,
from Genesis to Revelation there are military campaigns,
fighting for certain objectives.
How did Babylon become a world power? Who was the
first one to take war to his neighbours? Was that
Babylon in the beginning of the Bible? How did it happen
in the middle of the Bible? The same way! And how is it
at the end of the Bible? The same way! That’s what?...the
Second Seal, devouring the earth. The Third Seal capturing the wealth, finance and trade. All that is typed
out in the Bible. It can’t be obtained in Revelation. It has
to come through... that’s only the symbol. That’s the
mystery that came through the Book sealed.
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Then if these things...and behind that is demon power.
You know that! Then where is the Holy Ghost power to
move the Bride in a certain place? Friends, can you get
into any promise of God, any manifestation of God
without the revelation of the Word? How are you going
to get there, for the Age? It is the Word that came out
from the Message. A Seal opened, a mystery unfolded, a
Messenger catches the mystery, began to sound the
mystery, and began to do what?...seal up the elect. Then
what? A judgment, a temporary judgment - a plague falls
on them.
That’s why I always say to the brothers who preach
too, I say, “Preach the Message! Preach the Message! We
have a Message.” Sometimes we get into our little ideas
and we get here, and we get there, and we carry on, but
there’s a Message. Listen. This is God’s Prophet - [The
Voice of God In This Last Days, 63-0120M, paragraph 32
-Ed.]
“And a true Voice of God only brings back, that real,
living, Supernatural God, with His Supernatural Word,
with the Supernatural manifestation of the True Word.
Then we know that It’s the Voice of God.”
“Now, there is a voice today in the world of politics.
That’s a great voice. And people, absolutely, in this great
day of politics, ... It’s all mixed up in their churches and
everything.”
That’s why he starts off saying it gets in the church.
How does it get into the church? How does the voice of
politics get into the church, when sometimes the Word
is trying to tell you that that’s the enemy putting you to
sleep. And your soul is getting taken over here into
racism, into political affiliation, into personal political
persuasion. And you are only getting gripped there
because the new birth didn’t put you into another World.
You didn’t come out of that world yet by a new birth.
When you’re born out of the womb, you can’t go back
in the womb and live. When you are born out of Satan’s
kingdom...your first birth puts you in Satan’s kingdom,
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and except a man be born again he can’t see or enter the
kingdom of God. The new birth has to put you in God’s
kingdom. Then you look back here and you notice, “I’m
a pilgrim and a stranger. Here we have no continuing
city but we seek one to come.”
“And many times, that we have just seen recently, that
the voice of politics…”,
And hear what he says, he’s speaking about the
churches,
“And many times, that we have just seen recently...”
and they just had their election and they voted in the
Catholic Church. What did they run for? For freedom of
religion in 1776. Now in 1963, he was preaching this.
And in 1960, they had gone right back (over a hundred
and something years)...they had gone right back into all
that. Their flag was stained. All that their great
Presidents had stood for, freedom of religion and all
these things, it was sold right back out, because that
Jezebel bewitched the nation with her sorceries and put
them to sleep.
And Elijah could not get them out of the clutches of
that Jezebel system. He only got seven thousand at
evening time. Is that right? When the Squeeze came,
Micaiah and them, they were watching what?...what
Elisha said! Even though Elijah had gone off the scene,
they were holding on to the word of Elijah the prophet
because they knew a message was sounded by God.
They knew that Angel came to Elijah and gave him those
things, turned their hearts back to the faith of the
fathers.
“Now, there is a great Voice…” He said, “And many
times, that we have just seen recently, that the voice of
politics is actually stronger than the Voice of God in the
churches...”
God help me! This man, night after night had the
Angel there, the sign, the gift, to show the world, shake
them, and could not get them out of their sleep. What
could I expect not having those gifts? He said when the
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voice of politics gets stronger in the church, because
ministers preaching, they were not seeing that as the
great whore. They were not seeing that as Jezebel. Half
of them said, “He’s trying to make himself Elijah and
that’s why he’s preaching that, and he’s trying to be
some... You don’t hear Brother Billy Graham and
Brother Oral Roberts and them preach that way. They
just preach the straight gospel. He always has to get
complicated, and typing things in the Bible, saying ‘Little
old Micaiah set himself against four hundred’ and all
those different things.”
But they did not understand where that man was
coming from; they didn’t understand who he was. And
the church...do you know how they got voted in?
Churches get lined up with politicians, and the
politicians need church leaders because they know
people’s soul is their religion. And when the politicians
want votes, they want the preachers to present them in
a nice way and then they offer them a lot of concessions
and different things that they can play up to them, and
they can see a hope where they could get the state
backing. And many times these men want recognition,
and want to be somebody in society, and want to be
important, and want to be with the upper echelons, like
Jehoshaphat. Friendship with the world is?...enmity
with God.
That’s why your walk has to be a little deeper. The
things that you are seeing today, these things here, is
about a world state that is coming in - one world church,
one world economics, one world trade and so on, that is
coming...one world currency. These things that we are
talking about here are not about some little, small thing.
Do you know what your Second Seal is?...the Pentagon.
Do you know what your Third Seal is?...the World Trade
Center. Do you know what your First Seal is?...the World
Council of Churches. Do you know what your Fourth
Seal is?...the Information Age.
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Isn’t the ‘church’ economics? Isn’t that the wealth of
the world? Isn’t that the trade and commerce? Isn’t that
the financial system of the world? Isn’t the Second Seal
the military symbol - the sword? How readest thou?
Political propaganda...influence. That’s why the Message
of the Hour is what? What is the last Age? The blind Age!
Is that right? How did they get blind? What blinded
them? He said, “...and come and get eye salve.” What’s
the eye salve?...the Message of the Hour. To anoint your
eyes...to see what? To see the modern events clearly, to
get it interpreted in the Bible. Is that the prophecy?
Then this makes the modern events clear. Then when
we see it, we see it how Daniel saw it. Did Daniel see
those expansionists? Daniel said, “I see a bear rising up
on one side and he was devouring, and he had three ribs
in his mouth,” and three territories ended up in the bear.
Is that right? And the bear expanded and until the time
of Ahasuerus, the bear was over a hundred and twentyseven provinces, from Ethiopia all the way to India. Is
that what the Bible says, Esther chapter 1?
Then Daniel saw, “I see a goat with a great horn
coming, and he is advancing coming westward, and he
is coming fiercely, and these big horns, and he…” watch,
“and he targets a ram, and he had a war with that ram,
and he broke that ram and stamped that ram to pieces.”
Was that Alexander the Great (expansion policy) where
he conquered the world? Do you know we have that in
the Message today also? I’m closing with this. Do you
know we have people who have the same anointing that
are ripping up churches that is carrying life, pregnating
churches? Because they want to extend their own
influence beyond their boundary, because they have an
ambition to be some great, big person.
Do you know the computer Age started to give people
websites so they could spread their influence around the
world? Do you know the same way Hitler and Mussolini
and them were angels bound in the great river
Euphrates? What were they?...mercenaries! Do you
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know what a mercenary is? He is a soldier who offers his
military skills for money; he commercializes himself.
He’ll fight your war for you; he’ll achieve your objective
for you for a reward. Do you know some of these
great...that great river Euphrates was a religious system
and these angels were in that system, which were men,
and this church financed those men by Catholic wealth,
by Catholic vote made them popular and put them to the
world, made them shake nations?
Now some of you children here, I’m giving you Social
Studies. This is Social Studies for some of you. You could
be a good student in school. Then that’s your Second
Woe; that’s the Sixth Trumpet. That was World War II;
that’s the earth in labour pains. Under World War I,
water baptism opened up. Under World War II, what do
you think is coming...water baptism? Seven Seals! Under
your Sixth Trumpet, under your First Woe, you had an
opened door (is that right?) - water baptism. Under your
Sixth Trumpet, what do you have?...a mighty Angel with
an opened Book.
How readest thou? Think, friends! Trust in the Lord
with all your heart and lean not to your own
understanding; tie it to the Word of the Hour, friends.
This is the evening light that came to lighten our path all
the way back. This was the Message to wake us up to
recognize our day and our Message and to see that this
world is shaping up to fulfill exactly what the Bible says,
where the man of sin would be incarnate in the last days
and the whole world will worship the devil because he
will be incarnate, and to fulfill his ambition - “I will be
like God.”
In the Bible, Revelation 13:8, it says that the whole
world whose names were not written in the Lamb’s Book
of Life will worship the beast. Is that right? Revelation
12:9 says that that great dragon came down from heaven
and did what?...deceived the whole world. And Jesus
said that in the last days, those who counted it worthy
(Luke 21:35) to escape the snare that is to come upon
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the whole earth. Revelation 3:10: “I also will keep you
from the hour of temptation,” which is the snare coming
on the whole world.
What is He talking about here? My! Extending the
boundaries, conquering, businesses were able through
the information super highway, the opening up of the
bottomless pit, the key of science to give man access to
the tree of knowledge. How many know the Seven Seals
was access to the Tree of Life? You can take from the
Tree and eat again. Is that the Bible? Revelation 10:8-11
says to take... stretch forth your hand and take and eat.
In Genesis 3 when man fell, God shut the Tree up. The
same Cherubim that shut the Tree up are the same
Cherubim that said to come and see and take and eat.
Then what gave man access to the tree of knowledge,
to have this super knowledge that has come to man in
this hour? Their knowledge brings fear; he said that ours
brings love! They see all those satellites in the sky, all
those bombs that can do different things. Brother
Melville, I was talking to you yesterday and I think it was
Brother Glaude, a couple of you, I was talking to you up
on the hill. I was reading a Scripture and something just
spoke in my heart and said, “The king of Babylon took
the eyes of Zedekiah out!” Do you remember that? And I
said, “I got a thought - satellite;” and they couldn’t see.
So Brian had called me from the States and we were
talking on the phone, because he had sent some of the
news to me. He’s like a little search engine, searching
some of these things for me. And I was sharing with him
the thought. Before the evening had passed, like it
struck him. He went, began to search some files, and
found out (and he gave me the article) that in the last
three or four weeks, they launched about three satellites
in secrecy, launched them there. And what had
happened was, (I, myself, before I talked with him, and
he had found those articles,) I was telling him about
what I had found, where they were talking about anti…
some weapons that take the satellites out.
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And they were saying, if there is to be a real war to
overcome the United States, the power is the space
program, all the satellites they have in space. They could
track anybody with their GPS system anywhere. And
they said what they have to do, they’ll have to take their
eyes out. I said, “But isn’t that strange? I was just
reading in the Bible and I came across this.” And when I
told it to him, he went and came back to me and said,
“In the last four weeks…” and I had the article, three
satellites that they launched in secrecy there. Do you
know why? Coming back to what I was just saying there
about the war.
Remember Wade LaCroix, Brother Wade LaCroix, he
used to be one of those special agents and then he
became a Chief of Police afterwards. I think he might still
be a Chief of Police there and he had preached for us
here. And he had given me a book. When he heard me
speaking about some of these things, like my revelation
of the Information...Global Village and these things, he
got a book for me where they fought the first Information
War. The Gulf War was called the first Information War.
And you remember my message on A New Science Of
Warfare and Cyber Space and these things, and they
fought that war by information. They created a theatre
out there. (I am finished; I will close now.) And so from
the time the President said... he told the American
public, “This kind of war will be a different kind of war.”
Do you know why all that bombing is going on
friends? Look, I am no genius, but I have a lot of common
sense. And when that, whatever it is that talks to me out
of the Bible, gives me His common sense, I just hear
myself saying these things, but you won’t know that. I
just hear myself saying these things.
Seven days of bombings and they had nothing to
bomb. They wanted to make sure... To go to the next step
you have to get ground troops in, because the enemy
you’re targeting really is not in any of those buildings.
They are in bunkers, underground tunnels, hiding in the
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mountains, and different things. And you have to get
ground troops in, because no satellite up there could do
it all just by that information.
So in the last couple days, they started to use a
different kind of bomb. That kind of bomb shakes up
everything. And when you’re in bunkers, it busts up the
bunkers and everything. And it is like...it’s mean. Now if
you’re not military minded... like we have a brother here
that is a soldier, and maybe other people who had a little
exposure to this type of thing. This is not your little play
game; this is ‘horror’. Nobody wants to be around that,
you know. Nobody wants to be around a scene of war
with an army that is trained for battle.
I was listening to a man speaking. He was an exSpecial Force, and they were going to send him. They
were asking him, “So when they go in, what are they
going to do?” He said, “We’re going to get in there. Once
we locate them, the next thing we do is get in there and
eliminate them.” They asked him, “Wait, wait! What do
you mean by ‘eliminate them’? You mean ‘kill them’? And
if their hands are up in the air?” He says, “Look, we are
trained for this.” They said, “You mean you’re not going
to bring them back as prisoners”? He said, “No, we are
going to eliminate them...cold!”
And then they had this chap… Who was he? He was
an old Air Force man who flew in Vietnam. And he was
talking about right where they were bombing. So they
were asking him, and these men are cold...calculated.
He said, “It is obvious there will be some civilian
casualties,” is what they call it. “The collateral damage we’ll try to minimize it.” When you see these things, it
chills you! You say, “Lord, we say, ‘When the Squeeze
comes, watch the Third Pull; we have the Spoken Word!’”
When you see a bunch of them moving with M16’s and
AK47’s and you see men jumping out in battle gear, do
you think your Spoken Word will operate…?
Remember Gehazi - “Master, master! Let us take off in
a speed.” [Elisha said - Ed.] “Relax.” A man who’s not in
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association with the unseen world can’t see the
supernatural. This is not…
I don’t know if I upset somebody last couple days
preaching, but a couple days ago, a couple policemen
came inside here, taking notes and asking questions.
“This place, who does it belong to? Who’s in control of all
this here? What is it that is happening here?” I said, “Let
the people do their work!”
Friends, let me tell you, where you are walking, know
where you are walking. Know where you’re walking,
know what you believe, know where you’re standing. The
Message isn’t coming down to a place of selfpreservation. That’s why, who’s going to live in fear,
who’s going to live on their back foot. As I always say,
“People want to protect themselves with all kinds of
different things.” A mosquito comes and bites you, Aedes
Aegypti or something, you park up; next thing you’re
dead. See? Whether you have burglar proofed this, this
over here, all kinds of things... You have to know, if you
gave your life to the Lord Jesus Christ, let Him do what
He wants with your life. And you know that if you’re
living, you’re living for Him, because none of us knows if
we’re going to be alive for the Squeeze.
I am tired of telling you that this is an island. An
earthquake could come and put it under the sea and that
will not change the Scripture, because there will still be
a Bride around the world who will be alive when the
Squeeze comes to fulfill all that the Bride is supposed to
do, and this will not make you less Bride. Do you get
what I’m saying? That’s why as the time advances and
you walk in the Word, you want to know where your
heart is, what you’re living for, what you believe in, Who
you’re surrendered to, and what’s important to you,
whether these things put you to sleep or don’t put you
to sleep.
This great Information War that is going on; they are
fighting this war on many fronts. They put pressure
upon the Congress. They signed the Anti-terrorism Bill
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so now they can tap phones, hold people for just
suspecting that they’re involved in terrorist activities,
seize assets, anything they want to do. And where is it
coming out of?...the United States of America, Revelation
13, where the Prophet in prophecy said it’s going to come
out of, where the Bible says it’s going to come out of.
They passed it. They said, “We have to do it quickly
because right now we’re doing a bombing raid there. We
don’t want them to make another move. We’re getting
lots of anti-US people rising up all over the world saying
that we should not go to war. And so the longer all of you
stay here and don’t sign this thing, we’re in trouble. We
have the FBI’s hands tied. They’re on their trail. They
can’t get to these people. Sign this thing quickly
otherwise this thing will slip away again.” Everybody
signed it.
I don’t want a make-believe Christianity. I don’t want
to be a make-believer in this hour. I don’t want to be a
sympathizer with the Message in this hour. Friends, my
satisfaction is His Word that I have hidden in my heart
that I will not sin against Him, and to see His Holy Spirit
so possess me that I could be a written Epistle. In
whatever way that I’m called to represent Him, I want to
represent Him and do my best for Him, because He gave
His life for me. He called me to His service, gave me a
place in His service, which I’m grateful for. I’m not a
backbencher; I believe I’m in the front line. I want to stay
in the front line and I want to serve Him well.
I don’t have any great ambition to do anything. He
gives me a little flock here to preach the Word to… “Feed
My sheep, feed My lambs. Take the Message of the Hour
and show them how to prepare.” There will come a time
when it will come down to an individual thing because
we would not be able to gather like this. And when that
time comes, I want to know I’ve been faithful to deliver
the whole council of God. And when I speak, I don’t
waste your time. Some of you come from Cedros, some
of you come from Guayaguayare, some of you come from
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Valencia, some of you come way down from Carenage
and those places, and you’re coming here. I’m aware of
that.
That’s why I’m not here to waste your time. When I
preach these things, it goes over your heads sometimes,
but I think of when the Prophet preached Daniel’s
Seventy Weeks, his wife said, “Honey, our people didn’t
understand it.” He said, “Honey, the time is here where
the church must have these things. These are things
that were revealed to the Bride.” He said, “And this is
what it is going to take to get the people ready, these
revelations that are contained in the Seven Seals. This is
the thing to wake them up.” He said, “God is able to
make it known to them. I am not the Revealer. I am just
there to say it; He has to reveal it.”
Faith will come by hearing, and hearing by the Word.
Daniel went back in Jeremiah’s writings when he was by
himself - not in church, not a whole group, but by
himself, searching back the writings of the prophet, and
inside of there Gabriel could come to him. That’s the way
we believe, friends. The Gentile dispensation began when
Babylon destroyed the mighty and the Holy people, and
then forced them to the worship of an image. It is going
to go out the same way.
The things that we are seeing here, I try to show you,
God is weighing these nations who had expansion
policies; it was well planted. In an Age of misinformation
and manipulation of the public, the god of this world, the
Bible says, has blinded the minds of the people with his
religious voice, political voice, and economic voice, in
every way he blinded them and disoriented them, and
Seven Thunders were to wake up a people.
He said, “And even the very church, the Voice of God
became a foreign thing, that the church sits down there,
supposed to be a Holy Ghost-filled Pentecostal Church.”
He says, “If blind Anna could have been led by the Holy
Ghost, what about a Pentecostal Church, born again,
claiming to have the Holy Ghost, seeing the Messiah
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here, not in infancy, but a mature Messiah, with the
signs of the Messiah. And they call it the devil, and
Beelzebub, and fortune telling.” He said, “Think about
it”! He said, “Blind Anna was led by the Holy Ghost to
the Christ.”
And then you see a Holy Ghost-filled church could
vote in a Catholic President to fulfill the Scripture
because they sit down there not even knowing. And one
of the leading Pentecostal ministers, on the Holy Ghost
was saying, “It has been proven. It is a spiritual thing.”
And ministers saying, “Beware of Communism; beware
of these things,” and failing to see because they could
not read the handwriting on the wall. He said, “And the
clergy has missed the thing.” He said, “But here in the
Tabernacle, we are reading the handwriting on the wall.”
He said, “Sirs, what time is it?”
He said, “Jesus gave them national signs - when you
see Jerusalem compassed with armies, when you see the
armies begin to unite, you know what is coming.” He
said, “Let not your flight be in winter nor on the
sabbath,” and he began to point out these things to
them. And I’m just trying to tell you these things. As I
showed you the Seals this morning, you were looking at
the same thing but if your mind is not quickened to the
Word, then it means nothing to you.
You look at America and you don’t think Revelation
13. You look at wars in the earth and you don’t think
‘Second Seal.’ You look at economics and the stock
market… You know what happened, this war sent up the
stocks in Washington. And the market that was
slumping began to come back up because of the war. Do
you know why? When your war machinery gets rolling,
a lot of goods get sold, a lot of people start to get work, a
lot of people have to get involved in the activity.
Over a hundred million gallons of fuel fly out to those
planes off that big tank, off that big thing there. They
had to get refuelled because they’re flying out, those big
massive spaceships, and going up in the air to do their
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bombing raids, flying out of their territories, out of their
air space, controlling the air. You hear of forty billion
(dollars) to fight a war and you can’t even visualize it.
You start to realize what it takes to move soldiers,
rations, food and different things, and they are
dropping… Why are they doing that?...to appease the
nations; they are dropping a few food items to say
“humanitarian aid.”
If you want to help people, instead of giving forty
billion to fight war, go and build schools, set up
programmes, rehabilitate people, help the society, do
something. No, no. When you have to protect your
interests, your oil... They said, “We are going to ensure
that our material prosperity, our economic prosperity,
our way of life is not threatened.” They could full water
(with buckets) and ride a donkey. “I want to get a BMW,
a Benz, and my own private helicopter. I’m not going
back to any donkey;” that’s how they’re thinking. Man
still in the donkey age, in New York City?
I trust I helped expand your thinking a little bit this
morning, to think on a little higher level, to see the
Message not as little cult thing or a little roadside
religion. The things that we were speaking of could
hardly even break to you fully this morning. Bible
scholars with their degrees can’t even touch one tenth of
it.
Amos prophesied that there would be a famine in the
last days. Who gave that prophecy?...Amos. In what day
is that famine coming?...when that idolatrous nation is
going to go into captivity, before the earthquake; a
shepherd was bringing forth a Message of the roaring
Lion, roaring out of Zion... the final Voice.
Who revealed how they are manipulating the stock
market, how they swallow up the poor and needy, how
they falsify the balances by deceit, how they make the
ephah greater than the shekel, the ephah is calling the
shekel great?...Amos. They have the power to kill a
fourth part of the earth and nobody could stop them.
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They could call for a war tribunal and bring anybody in
Europe there in that Bosnian war on charges, and
nobody dares try to bring them on any charge that they
carry out the campaign with brutality.
Who is going to put President Bush in an airport? You
don’t realize the magnitude of the power of those things,
friends. The Bible tells us those things. And that only
tells us the hour we have come to. The Prophet says,
“They will put them to sleep, and the media has put them
to sleep, until the church is sold into politics. The whole
church world, the religious world, is entrenched in
politics, because this is the uniting time. The Fourth
Seal is what?...uniting time!
While that uniting is going on, there is another
uniting. While Satan and his intelligence are at work,
there is another Intelligence at work. While Zedekiah
was blessing the armies and saying, “The Lord is with
you. Go on up; root out those Syrians. They’re
controlling these places. Get rid of this; bring security in
the place,” and blessing them, Micaiah was looking and
saying, “Are you crazy or something? Did you hear what
Elijah said?” He said, “If you come back in peace, God
didn’t talk to me.” You know, if there had not been
Elijah’s vision to qualify what he was saying, he would
have been guessing… [one side of tape ends - Ed.]. He
was only saying what Elijah already said.
Let’s stand to our feet. Well this week we embark on
that St. Vincent campaign, so you who are going on the
trip, you know we have a meeting in the multipurpose
room afterwards. All those who are on that trip to St.
Vincent, all those who are yet to have your final
arrangements or different things to be sorted out, you’ll
be briefed concerning it in that room. And to you, the
church, you know we covet your prayers. After that
service, God gave us such a wonderful blessing Friday
night. We are just in anticipations and we are trusting
for your back-up support in prayer.
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Brother Aubrey is coming in tomorrow to join with us,
and then the saints begin to go out section by section
from Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday. Some come in for the weekend, some come in
even before the meeting starts, a couple days, others
going at different times, all to join with the brothers there
in St. Vincent who have been laying the ground work for
the meetings, the little church there.
We are trusting by the grace of God that it will be a
time when the Holy Spirit can deliver the Word to our
hearts... to the hearts of the people. And we are trusting
that we would certainly be in one mind and one accord,
that hearing the things we are hearing, going forth with
the objective, we are certainly wanting to truly be zeroed
in as a trained church. Abraham had trained servants
born in his own household.
Where we are going forth, this is not just... this is
going into another land. These are people gripped by
different kinds of influences, bound by ideas of
organizations, bound by demon powers in sin. It’s going
to take a move of God. But God wants to move. The
problem is not in God’s part. God has come down to
move. God has sought a people out to make them coworkers. God has been training such a people. The
reason God has been opening up the Word is that, when
they go to tell, they have something to tell. They’re not
running and don’t have a message.
That’s why it has come to the place where we certainly
want to recognize that...stay awakened to that. Because
if two shall agree as upon touching anything, it shall be
done. What you bind on earth is bound in heaven,
because we are not just working in the human realm.
There is an Unseen Host that is working with the human
beings whom He has called for this service. “And the
Lord was with them wherever they went.” That’s why the
last time people stepped out by faith, knowing that God
will have us to meet people, knowing that God will give
us the message to go in their hearts, whether it was in
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Tableland, whether it was there, wherever it was...
Grenada, we know that. Why? God has come down for
such a time as this.
It’s our availability. Today we have the last few
moments as a group here. Our next service will be here
on Wednesday; it will be your commitment that will bring
you through those doors. It will be your commitment;
you will stand there and take up your position, even
though you know many will not be here on Wednesday,
because you understand the objective and you
understand why you need to be here.
You’ll come back Friday because you understand that
while that warfare is going on across there… The Prophet
said, “Like, when I go in those lands there, I know the
church here is praying. They garrison us with their
prayer while we are engaged in warfare with demon
powers over there, that together in the end, we can come
back and lift up Him in our midst, this great, Mighty One
that we trust in and believe in.” And after all that, and
besides all that, in the midst of these things, as the Word
comes and jolts us in our minds and in our hearts, it will
shake us to a realization.
What meaneth these things? Watchman, what of the
night? What is happening? He says that many can’t see
those things, but there are great happenings in the
spiritual realm that we need to see too. And when the
Holy Spirit can come and can catch the Bride, her place
in the Word, people that God has called out, that by and
through the members of the Bride He will finish this
work.
We too are going to deliver a place; we too are going up
there, as soldiers, armed and trained. We too are going
out there to engage in warfare, where the strongholds are
great. It’s going to take a mighty hand to pull them down.
We too are going out there to find demons entrenched,
hidden, carrying out their evil work, that we have to meet
not at a distance, sometimes even close up. Then we
have to be fortified; we have to be anointed. To have
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money for a plane ticket, to have money for hotel
accommodation, to have money for food and transport,
doesn’t give you the anointing to carry out the work; that
is dollars and cents! To have the anointing in your life,
to have the Holy Spirit directing you in service, to have
the mind of Christ, to know what God wants done with
the Word when you meet the situations, we need to be
linked up with God. That’s what we are desiring.
As we close the meeting today, let us as a church...
friends, this is a commission; this is the purpose the
church was raised up for. This is why it has been
restored in the last days that by and through the
members of the Bride, He’ll finish the work. May today
be that day when in your heart you say, “Lord, let not
the Voice of God be a foreign thing to me. Let me not be
so asleep that the voice of the world that put me to sleep
has deadened that Voice in my life. And let me break
every sound barrier, move me out into a realm that the
only thing I can hear is that still small Voice.”
Like Elijah, the earthquake could not move him; the
rushing winds did not move him; all the fires did not
move him. He was listening to that still, small Voice. He
wrapped himself in that mantle and he walked out.
“What hearest thou Elijah?” This is the hour, friends.
May that Voice of the Holy Spirit speak to the inner man.
May that Voice on the inside tell you, “My son, My
daughter, the end is near. The doors are fixing to close;
time is running out. What you do, you must do quickly.
Lay aside every weight. You’ve been weighed in the
balances. Nations are being weighed. Individuals are
being weighed!”
Some might be...they can’t balance up with the Word;
they have a lot of things they have to lay aside. Lay aside
every weight and the sin that so easily beset you.
Purpose in your heart, friends. The time is going to come
when you will long to hear things like these and you
would not have that time. But while we have the
opportunity today, while we are trying to keep the
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church under the prophetic utterance of the Message,
make you lift up your head and keep you looking up. It
gets you more involved and puts you in the rhythm of
the Word. May God give you that grace today so you
could draw close to Him.
Let’s bow our heads and close our eyes in prayer. In
your heart, you...person to Person...you talk to Him; let
Him talk to you.
Precious Jesus, the end is here, Father. We can hear
the drums of the finish. We can hear the great crescendo
being built up. We can see the Director with the baton in
his hand, his eyes focused on the music sheet, reading
the junctions and seeing the changes. The Spirit of the
Composer has come down, lifting him in the Spirit so he
could give the right direction, that the symphony could
get in the right swing, the drama could be made real.
As this great mystery of the Seventh Seal unfolds, as
nations are breaking, Israel’s awakening. Thinking Oh
God, how the Prime Minister of Israel standing there,
looking back at history, the events that led to World War
II, and seeing a repeat, began to war on the United States
of America. But how they began to put so much pressure
upon him, forcing him to apologize, because they are
power drunk, Ahab and Jezebel united together. They
have a plan for Naboth’s vineyard; they have a scheme
to work with Naboth’s neighbors. They have a great
political kill, great stroke, a master stroke, to trap the
Jews and take their wealth.
Oh God, we see this evil scheme. We see the power of
money, not just manipulating a man or woman, but
manipulating nations, canceling debts, lifting sanctions,
giving aid as though it’s love and generosity, but it’s to
make people accomplices in their schemes and their evil
designs. Then all these things become so legitimized and
seem so innocent, as to make a nice world, a better world
to live in.
If we have to believe that, Your Bible is wrong, Lord. If
we have to believe that, we have to deny that the Seven
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Seals are open and that a Prophet came and You
vindicated the true interpretation of the Word. But our
eyes have become anointed. You have awakened the
Bride. You have caused us to recognize our day and our
Message. We see the end-of-time Seal. We see the end
time signs. We see the flashing red light and the signs of
Your coming. We know what junction of time we have
come to. We see the uniting time.
Oh God, let us catch that faith today. Move Your
church into that gear, Lord. Keep us under the effects of
the vision. Let it be burned deep down into our hearts
that we will become so controlled and influenced by this
revelation of Your Word, that we will become God’s
billboard for this hour, that our lives will reflect that this
is the end - a super race, a super church as she nears
the Headstone.
Take away all fear and all doubt and uncertainty from
around Your children. Bring a Spirit of love and power
and of a sound mind that the Holy Spirit will move, dear
God. Let the Holy Spirit be loosed. You see the
expansionists...we see them, Oh God, mercenaries
today, not missionaries - mercenaries, giving their
strength and power to these camps, these great leaders,
these great churches with their global programmes,
churches that could give them fame and recognition and
support them with money, send them across the world
to propagate their own ideologies and extend their
influence.
We see them going out there and capturing churches
and bringing them as trophies, placing them at the feet
of these church systems...rivers. Oh God, keep politics
so far away from this church, Father. Let the Holy Ghost
have such a liberty where the Spirit can quicken the
Word and be such a revival. Like how those things of the
world, that French revolution with all its influence could
not touch England because of how Charles Finney and
them could preach the Gospel - and Wesley and them with such conviction that France could not export their
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influence to England. So let it be so immunized, so
vaccinated Lord, sprayed with the repellent of the truth,
inoculated with the Holy Ghost, so we could have the
immunity to resist evil, to throw off every contrary
influence so Your Word could become so anointed,
become Spirit and life and live and project itself out
through us, so you could have a church on display
Father, showing forth Your victory.
Here we are getting ready to embark on this St.
Vincent campaign. We ask that You’ll be with the saints
here that we leave in Your care. Keep them at their post
of duty in their heart, linked up dear God as a church
understanding their role and their place, the vision and
the commitment, united under one Headship and by one
language. We can see Your Bride being called out Father,
delivered from the systems.
May You be with us. Keep us in one mind and one
accord under Your guiding influence. Give what is
needed and let every (strong)hold of the enemy be broken
on that side. And today as individuals, rain down,
Father; pour out into every heart what we lack, what we
have need of; shake us into place where we ought to be,
Father. Move in the hearts of Your children today. We
say, “Yes, Lord!” From the bottom of our hearts, we say
“Yes!” We yield, we submit, we surrender to You. Be it
unto us Oh Lord according to Thy Word.
May You grant it, Father. As we leave this place, may
You take us in peace and safety as we go. Be with us all.
We love You and appreciate You. We give You thanks and
praise for being here. We commit all things into Your
mighty hands. In the precious Name of Jesus Christ,
amen. Amen. May God Bless you. You may have your
seat. Why don’t you greet one another...
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